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Abstract
For innovation to continue in healthcare it is vital for analysts, both within
the NHS and industry, to be able to access high-quality data. The National
Health Service (NHS) has been making progress towards this goal with its
open data policy [3] but it has been well documented that there are major
issues [2]. Many of these issues concern the coding and documentation of
pharmaceutical products.
After 6 months of research and development at Analytic Health, we have
introduced our new pharmaceutical coding system, the Pharmly Code.
Developed out of a necessity to combine, manage and make available our
wide range of healthcare data via Pharmly Cloud Data [6], we hope it will
become a useful component to many healthcare professionals.
Managing healthcare data in the UK puts considerable strain on resources
for many healthcare companies, researchers and industry analysts. We
hope that by providing an improved version of existing coding systems we
can help companies to more efficiently plan and deliver continuous
innovation.

Introduction

Background

At Analytic Health we are a growing, ambitious

Healthcare data in the UK is not in a good shape.

[6]

team of data scientists, software engineers and

To be a leader in world healthcare it is recognised

pharmaceutical industry analysts, on a mission to

that good quality data is a vital ingredient. One of

help healthcare companies accelerate innovation by

the key areas is healthcare data coding. In this

providing intelligent software and high-quality data.

article, we build upon previous work by the
[2]

OpenPrescribing team, as we outline the issues
We provide open access to tools that help to

and describe our solution.

identify issues in the healthcare system such as our
[5]

pharmaceutical shortages tracker, which estimates

Pharmaceutical products in the UK are generally

the long-term additional costs that the NHS has to

assigned a code by two key organisations. We will

bear due to the effect of shortages (over £2.6bn

explore in more detail; the first is the British

since 2015).

National Formulary (BNF), and the second is the
Dictionary of Medicines and Devices (DM+D)

We also develop a range of subscription-based

(Snomed) codes. [4]

applications that healthcare companies use to
manage portfolios, plan launches and manage

Each of the four nations of the UK manages their

customer relationships.

data similarly, but separately. For example, each of
England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland all
use the BNF code as their primary code to label
General Practice (GP) prescribing data. However,
they unfortunately often introduce new BNF codes
for the same product or name the product

A team of data scientists on a mission
to help healthcare companies
accelerate innovation.

differently.
We’ll first take a look at some of the issues with
the current coding systems, then look at the
positives and finally look at how we introduce the
Pharmly Code to address some of the issues, whilst
maintaining the positive features.

BNF code- issues

DM+D code- issues

One of the most important datasets in the UK is the

The most fundamental issue with the DM+D codes

Prescribing

geographical

is that they are numeric. The vast majority of

records of prescriptions, using the BNF code as the

people analysing data turn to Excel. And anyone

identifier. It has been well documented by the

who has ever used Excel may be very familiar with

OpenPrescribing team of the issues with the BNF

this issue, for others, it may sound surprising;

code

[2]

data,

which

provides

mainly relating to the lack of communication

Excel does not handle large numbers well. Taking

and documentation when codes change. Here we

Glucosamine hydrochloride 750mg tablets as an

briefly discuss some of the other key issues that we

example, the code used to define this product pack

have found with this coding system.

is 10097111000001108, a 17 digit code, which in
Excel is immediately converted to 1.00971E+16.

The BNF code does not attempt to define the

This is known as scientific notation and can render

dosage form of a product, meaning there is no way

the code useless since when converted back to a

to group all product ranges such as ‘Paracetamol

standard number becomes 10097111000001100.

Tablets’. The best grouping possible is by active
ingredient ‘Paracteamol’, whereas most researchers

Whenever we store DM+D codes we prepend an

would be more interested in the more granular

underscore, which automatically converts the code

product range.

to text and is therefore handled more carefully by
Excel. Without this additional step, we have seen

The BNF code has the issue of starting with a

whole datasets destroyed by the effect after a

number. The first 8 characters are numbers and

document has been saved without intervention.

since they generally begin with a zero, this is often
omitted by Excel. For example, the BNF code for

Whereas we make heavy use of the R programming

Acarbose 50mg tablets is 0601023A0AAAAAA, the

language to manage and process data, which

numeric first portion which defines the therapy area

doesn’t have the same issue, our clients generally

is immediately shortened in Excel to 601023 when

complete their analysis in Excel, so providing

used in isolation.

DM+D codes is not a good solution.

Finally, the BNF does not identify specific product

The second issue is that there is no structure to

packs, it only attempts to categorise products at the

the code, new products appear to be assigned a

strength level – which is how the prescribing data is

sequential numeric code, varying in length from 7-

provided. However, it does mean that no form of the

17 digits. Therefore, grouping like products by

BNF code is relevant for drug tariff prices or list

active ingredients and dosage forms is out of the

prices, which are both specific to the product pack.

question with the codes alone. Even recognising
the type of code is a challenge.

DM+D code- positives

BNF code- positives

The DM+D is exceptionally well managed and as

The BNF is well designed in terms of its structure.

stated

Firstly, all pharmaceutical products use a 15

on

their

website

the

DM+D

is

the

“recognised NHS standard for uniquely identifying
[1]

medicines and medical devices used in patient care”.

character

code,

whereas

surgical

equipment,

medical devices and other non-pharmaceutical
products are 11 characters. This basic design

Unlike the BNF, the DM+D is updated often: every

element makes it simple to categorise products.

Monday. There is some complexity to obtain and
combine the data, but the release schedule is

The BNF’s first 2 digits define the Chapter, 3-4

impeccable.

define the Section, 5-6 define the Paragraph, 7-8
define the Subparagraph, followed by a chemical

The documentation of the codes is also extremely

substance, product and pack code. Taking our

well managed, if for any reason a code changes, the

previous example of Acarbose 50mg tablets, with a

change is recorded in a specific document with a

BNF code of 0601023A0AAAAAA. This code is

date. This version control is vital as it enables users

built from 06: Endocrine System, 01: Drugs used in

of the data to update datasets that rely on that

diabetes,

code.

antidiabetic drugs.

Probably the main positives of the DM+D is the

Another important aspect is found in characters

range of data points that are contained in the

10-11

dataset.

characters tell us whether the code is for a

Everything

from

active

ingredients,

02:

Antidiabetic

drugs,

(0601023A0AAAAAA).

status, list prices and pay categories, to gluten and

International Non-propriety Name (INN)/ active

sugar contents. This makes the DM+D a vital

ingredient) or branded. AA in this location signals

component

a

any

research

relating

to

generic

prescription,

(also

two

generically

in

prescription

These

Other

company names, dosage forms, parallel import

pharmaceutical products.

written

03:

whereas

any

termed

other

combination of letters signals a proprietary,
branded prescription.

Solution: the Pharmly Code
The Pharmly Code has been introduced to address the issues discussed and build upon the positive
elements of the BNF and DM+D.
Here are the top 10 key features of the Pharmly Code:
1. Modular design makes working with the data far more logical.
a. Need to group your products by Active Ingredients, just use characters 2:4.
b. Need to group your products by Active Ingredients and Dosage Form, just use characters 2:6.
c. If you need to see all products by a specific company, just use characters 10:12.
2. Character-based so no issues in Excel.
3. Allows binding together multiple datasets for improved data management.
4. Applicable across a wide range of healthcare datasets from prescribing data, pricing to generic shortages.
5. Consistent structure, all codes start with a capital letter P, so they are easily identified.
6. Strength codes are always 16 characters, pack codes are always 21 characters.
7. Introduction of the ‘Brand‘ component.
8. New codes are introduced every Monday and directly matched to the Actual Product Pack ID of the
DM+D.
9. We make all other DM+D data points (such as the product status, prices and legal status etc.) available.
10. Simple to identify a generic compared with branded code (7:9 are AAA for INN codes).
Let’s take 'Tritace 5mg tablets (Sanofi) 30 tablet' as another example. The Pharmly Pack Code is:

The DM+D equivalent (APPID) is 33764811000001106 which has no apparent structure and in Excel is
converted to 33764811000001100 (for reasons described above). With no BNF code applicable to the level
of pack size, the BNF is not relevant here.
Now someone using this Pharmly Code data can recognise and search for all Sanofi products using the
characters 10:12, or all Ramipril using characters 2:4, etc. The Pharmly code is efficiently built from
modular blocks of characters, enables a far greater amount of information per character than numbers and
is robust in Excel.

Conclusion
The Pharmly Code has been introduced to make pharmaceutical data analysis, research and business
development a more logical, consistent and productive experience. It is playing a central role in the
coordination of data from across the four nations of the UK and enabling a wide range of datasets to ‘talk’ to
each other, which is a vital first step in discovering patterns in data- which will uncover the next advancements
in healthcare.
We welcome feedback and we hope the Pharmly Code can help you to improve healthcare data analytics and
ultimately accelerate innovation in healthcare.

Future work
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